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Applying to Exhibit at Anteros 

Anyone with connections in Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire may apply to exhibit at 

Anteros. 

You can apply by downloading an application form from our website and emailing it to our 

Gallery Administrator at gallery@anterosfoundation.com  

Applications are assessed by the Anteros Curatorial Committee who meet every two to three 

months. The committee will be considering the following questions: 

Will the artist or artworks bring new audiences to Anteros? 

Will the artist or artworks appeal to our current audiences? 

Could an educational experience be incorporated into, or delivered alongside this show? 

(i.e. a workshop or artist’s talk?) 

What effect will this show have on Anteros’ reputation? 

Will the artwork sell? 

Applications must answer yes to at least two, preferably three of the questions listed above. 

Successful applicants will be offered a two-week or one month exhibition at a time suggested by 
the committee. Dates are likely to be offered to coincide with, or to avoid clashes with, other 
events and activities going on at Anteros or in Norwich at that time.  

If you have a strong preference as to when you would like your exhibition to take place please 
mention this in your application and your wishes will be taken into account. 
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The Spaces 

Main Gallery 

Price: £300 for 2 weeks, (this is the minimum 

exhibition length) or £550 for 4 weeks. 

 

Features: 13m x 5m space, height 3m. The 

mullioned timber window is the longest surviving 

Tudor window in the city and the captivating fireplace 

also dates back to Tudor times. There is a moulded 

timber ceiling commissioned in 1543, the floor is 

paved with Norfolk pamments and there is underfloor 

heating. Access is both from reception and from a 

courtyard shared with Merchants House Cafe.  

 

N.B. This space uses a hanging system which requires items to have D-rings attached to 

be able to be hung in the space. It’s a grade II listed building so items cannot be 

hammered, drilled or blue-tacked to the walls.   
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Front Room:  

Price: £250 for 2 weeks, (this is the minimum 

exhibition length), or £450 for 4 weeks.  

 

Features: 

6m x 3m. A contemporary bright space with 

prominent window display facing out onto Fye 

Bridge St.  The gallery space has adjustable 

light fittings which take GU10s, warm or cool 

lighting, timber floors, and beautiful natural light.  

NB. Please do not hammer or drill into lintel 

above fireplace, please use existing holes. 

 

 

General Information 

-We have a selection of plinths that are available for use. 

-We do not have any AV Equipment, but are happy for you to provide your own. All electrical 

items must be PAT tested.  

-Artists are encouraged to provide poster artwork and flyers for their exhibition. 

-Installation days are on Monday’s 10am -4pm. 

-De-Installation days are on Saturday Afternoon’s 4pm-5pm (or 3pm – 4pm in the winter). 

-The Anteros Arts Foundation does not intend for the cost of hire to present a barrier to 

exhibitors. If the cost of hire cannot be met, we ask exhibitors to still complete an application 

form and we will do our best to include and support your exhibition where possible. 

- Anteros takes 25% commission on all sales during the exhibition including cards, prints etc 
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